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Troop 283 Camping Gear Forms 

Scout Camping Equipment Guide  
Many of the new Scouts have asked what do I need for camping - own gear vs. troop gear   
  
Troop Gear vs. Personal Gear - What to bring and what not to bring:  
Start out by reviewing the lists in the Boy Scout Handbook (Chapter 8 and 9) for a checklist of 
personal camping gear.   There is a checklist that scouts can/should use when packing their 
gear - and yes we encourage the scouts to pack their own gear - not the parents. 
 
What the Troop provides: Basically, all group oriented gear. This includes tents and 
ground cloths, dining fly’s (tarps), cooking pots, pans utensils, wood cutting equipment (axes, 
saws, etc.), area lighting (Coleman@ lanterns, etc.), rope, a full sized First Aid kit.  Adults are 
welcome to use troop tents as well or can bring their own.  We just purchased new tents a year 
ago so we have a good supply of tents for everyone to use.  
 
Food: is purchased by Patrol but the cost is reimbursed by the troop - submit receipts to the 
Event Coordinator. Planning for food purchases are typically done the week prior to the 
campout. Scouts are asked to stick to a budget. 
 
What the Scout provides: All personal gear; this includes (at a minimum), a duffel bag 
(eventually a backpack), a three season sleeping bag, a foam pad (full size for the sleeping bag), 
personal eating gear (bowl, fork and spoon, cup, water bottle) put name on items, a flashlight, 
proper clothing, proper footwear, rain gear, standard personal Scout gear (a personal first aid 
and personal emergency kit) and items for maintaining personal cleanliness. Scouts can bring a 
pocketknife if they have their Whittling Chip - new scouts will have the chance to earn this and 
their Firem'n Chit at camp. 
  
What the scouts should not bring: Electronics, Game Boys, iods, DVD players, radios, 
TV's, Computers.  Items can be used in the car on the way to camp with the permission of the 
driver. But should be stowed away when at camp.  The idea is to enjoy your time doing outdoor 
activities. (See the Troop Electronic Policy for restrictions on electronic devices) 
  
What to bring: Football, Soccer Balls, Frisbie, and other types of balls, Games like UNO, 
playing card games are a natural to bring. 
 
More on: 

• Sleeping Pad - closed cell foam type or insulated pads - (the ground will be too cold to 
sleep on without a pad it will rob you of all your warmth at night. You need to insulate 
yourself from the cold ground.) 

 
• Sleeping Bag: Get a three season bag (rated to about 20-30 degrees F; weighing less 

than 4 pounds) and (if desired) a flannel liner; the latter can be easily custom made by 
anyone with a sewing machine. Get a synthetic (Hollofil II, etc.) bag as opposed to 
down; they are less expensive, nearly as warm, nearly as light, and - most importantly - 
are still reasonably insulating when wet (down is useless when wet!). The flannel liner is 
for very warm nights (use it alone on top of the sleeping bag) or very cold nights (inside) 
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and is conveniently removed and washed (which extends the life of the bag). Most bags 
come with a waterproof nylon stuff bag; if not, purchase one - they're usually 
inexpensive.  If you currently do not have a three season bag you can bring 2 
sleeping bags or bring an extra warm blanket to help keep you warm at night. There is 
nothing worse than being cold at night. (do not bring sleepover bags, you know the 
kind, like the ones with Transformers or Spiderman on them - they will not keep you 
warm).  

 
• Thermal underwear or sweats + socks and hat for sleeping in at night. Layers of warm 

clothes for the daytime - Polar Fleece is a great insulator day and night. 
 

• Coat, Fleece, Hat and Gloves - you may still need these in the evenings and at night 
when the temperatures are in the 50's and lower 

 
• Rain Gear - Plastic Garbage bags do not count as Rain Gear!   Bring a Poncho or 

waterproof jacket. 
 

• Don't forget eating utensils (knife, fork, spoon, cup, plate and a water bottle for biking, 
hikes and in camp! - This does not have to be expensive gear - scouts will use their own 
items for each meal and wash them after their meal. 

 


